
2023-08-31 AIM TF Meeting Notes
Meeting Date & Time

31 Aug 2023 
09:00-10:00 PT / 16:00-17:00 UTC 

Zoom Meeting Links / Recordings
Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/98931559152?pwd=d0ZwM1JHQ3d5cXRqVTh4NlRHeVJvQT09

Recording: https://zoom.us/rec/share/oCEDBD-V6JYd6L_YCe8iN6hCO_JMTQ4wQUN-5HxrayNh5Eciymzme0X2CFrDNdQ-.ayBfDrBLgo9ZFM2U

Attendees
Wenjing Chu 
sankarshan  
Anita Rao 
Daniel Bachenheimer 
Jacob Yunger 
Neil Thomson 
Steven Milstein 
Judith Fleenor 

Main Goal of this Meeting
This is the AIM TF's #27 meeting.

One of our main goals is to have individual member presentations on what problems/challenges they see in AI & Metaverse related to trust.

Starting in the new year (2023), we plan to start drafting white papers or other types of deliverables of the task force.
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Antitrust Policy Notice: Attendees are reminded to adhere to the meeting agenda and not participate in activities prohibited under antitrust 
and competition laws.

: Only members of ToIP who have signed the necessary agreements are permitted to participate in this activity beyond an ToIP Policy
observer role.
ToIP TSWG IPR Policy: see TF wiki page. e   AI & Metaverse Technology Task Forc

https://zoom.us/j/98931559152?pwd=d0ZwM1JHQ3d5cXRqVTh4NlRHeVJvQT09
https://nam11.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fzoom.us%2Frec%2Fshare%2FoCEDBD-V6JYd6L_YCe8iN6hCO_JMTQ4wQUN-5HxrayNh5Eciymzme0X2CFrDNdQ-.ayBfDrBLgo9ZFM2U&data=05%7C01%7Cwchu%40futurewei.com%7C17b7172106534d66ddc008dbaa484705%7C0fee8ff2a3b240189c753a1d5591fedc%7C1%7C0%7C638290999640474821%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=8HqjRmyeEhyuD43EuPrLU6knAXYcm%2FjWVVCo5PExP2s%3D&reserved=0
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~sankarshanm
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~arao28
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~danielbach
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~jacob.yunger
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~neiljthomson
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~stevenmilstein
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~jfleenor
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=19657312
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White paper/blog posts
Wenjing Chu : probably can complete one in September "Digital Trust in the Age of Generative AI". Just need time to write it up.
Previously  - have not heard back for a while, in "hibernation" until hearing back from him. Will remove it from tracking Sandy Aggarwal
now.
Previously  - Phil said he had to postpone it, also in "hibernation". Will remove it from tracking now.Phil Wolff
Anything else?

Blog post ideas floated in meetings and chats in the past - Let's review and make a decision
"ChatGPT use policy recommendations - Recommendation - by AIM TF" -   Eric Drury Wenjing Chu
"Intersection of AI and Metaverse - automated characters. " blog post -  Wenjing Chu
"EU AI Act - response from ToIP AIM Task Force - blog post." -      Zaïda Rivai Drummond Reed sankarshan Chi Hwa Tang Wenjing Chu
"The need for an AI agent for consent" - Neil Thomson
Any other proposals? Please express your interests in helping writing any one of them. 
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Topic #1: Copyright and AI
The US Copyright Office policy statement
The US Copyright office  (August 30, 2023) (Also: )Notice of Inquiry https://www.copyright.gov/ai/
The Creative Commons paper
OpenAI responds to law suits

Steven Milstein suggested that AI algorithms provide the sources used to train it. If it is Open Source and it is Creative Commons, and 
everyone is following rules, and you can prove the provenance of how you concluded, it should be okay. 
Wenjing Chu - Copyright be issued to a human. Question - How much human involvement is required to ensure it can be copyrighted? 
Copyright guideline is that only prompts are not enough. It is still ambiguous. Open AI could buy a published book and feed it into the training 
software - in the end, it will contribute to some set of parameters. To call it a copy is not clear. Ideas expressed in a book are not protected. 
When Chat GPT gives a result to a prompt, who owns the copyright - Chat GPT or the human who wrote the prompt? Human involvement 
meets the criteria for copyright. Prompt engineering is a creative process - open-ended. LLM is like psychology. It is a creative process 
involving two languages. Chat GPT uses your data to train their models. Does Chat GPT own part of your creation that is patented?
Neil Thomson - It depends on the underlying data. There are data brokers out there putting human effort into qualifying the data. Raising the 
quality of the data. The prompts should be able to identify the data sources to ensure the correct data is used. If there is no syntax, how can 
the AI engine interpret the prompt?
sankarshan - Can we prove substantially that the training data that led to the output has provenance built in? Nobody is talking about the fact 
that prompts are created. There is a creative human element along with the machine.  Data (input) —> machine —> Data (output) : has 
provenance requirements for author, data, and training set. That’s a bit perhaps we can highlight in all this. https://www.blueshadow.art

 : example of Midjourney prompts and these are not even good ones/midjourney-prompt-commands/
Steven Milstein - The prompt can be the creative part. Think about the IP. Any new product is protected, but the ingredients that go into it 
may not be. If it shows the chain of how you got the ingredients, then the recipe is the creation. It is difficult. Why would this not apply to 3D 
printers? Don't have the rights to distribute the book but can have Open AI write a book summary, then use Open AI to use the summary in a 
training model. The courts say it is fair use. It is fair use if we cannot use the ideas in a book to expand it further and grow from it. How else 
will we grow? The 3D printer is similar to Chat GPT. There are no SQL-like statements for prompt engineering. Open AI is not using prompts 
data for training if it is used via an API. 
Jacob Yunger - 3 legal questions: Parameters of models. Are the parameters based on copyrighted materials? What if we take the output of a 
model, change a couple of parameters, and use it to create something new? Can we copyright the output of the ChatGPT model? Making a 
commercial product of copyrighted material - is it fair?
Anita Rao The laws are still ambiguous. It needs to evolve. This will take time to understand the creative process. Prompt engineering is a 
creative process. It needs deep domain knowledge and is an art to get the response from Gen AI. 
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Topic #2 (Probably next time) : Worldcoin reivew of .this white paper

https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~sandy.walls
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~evanwolf
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~ecdrury
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~zaida.rivai
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~drummondreed
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~sankarshanm
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~cht4ttfl
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~neiljthomson
https://public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2023-05321.pdf
https://www.copyright.gov/newsnet/2023/1017.html
https://www.copyright.gov/ai/
https://creativecommons.org/2023/08/18/understanding-cc-licenses-and-generative-ai/
https://www.reuters.com/legal/litigation/openai-asks-court-trim-authors-copyright-lawsuits-2023-08-29/#:~:text=Aug%2029%20(Reuters)%20%2D%20OpenAI,company%20of%20infringing%20their%20copyrights.
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~stevenmilstein
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~wenjing
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~neiljthomson
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~sankarshanm
https://www.blueshadow.art/midjourney-prompt-commands/
https://www.blueshadow.art/midjourney-prompt-commands/
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~stevenmilstein
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~jacob.yunger
https://wiki.trustoverip.org/display/~arao28
https://whitepaper.worldcoin.org/
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